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Customer Spotlight

Fort Wayne Community Schools 
deploy DreamBox to boost math 
skills for 15,000 K-5 students
STUDENTS WHO COMPLETED 5 LESSONS PER WEEK ON DREAMBOX SAW 1.63 
GRADE LEVELS OF GROWTH.

Fort Wayne Community Schools
Tucked in the northeast corner of Indiana, Fort Wayne Community Schools serve the 
most students of any district in the state – 29,000. It’s also a hugely diverse district, 
with a student population that reflects hundreds of years of immigration into America. 
The district works hard to help those students get a head start on their lives as they 
dream of becoming doctors, teachers, engineers, electricians – wherever they wish to 
go.

“DreamBox is very much around the need in shifting from 
procedural fluency to conceptual understanding, along with 

adapting to students’ learning needs around math, kid 
friendly yet provides data for teachers to inform instruction.”

– Jennifer Mable  |  Director of Curriculum, Assessment, and Instruction

Fort Wayne Community Schools adopted DreamBox in 2018 as 
a tool to drive increased performance in math. DreamBox now 
is used by about 15,000 K-5 students in 31 elementary schools. 
It’s part of a substantial investment the district has made in its 
students’ crucial early years in education. Students who

completed 5 or more lessons per week saw 1.63 grade levels of 
growth (SY 2019 - 2020).

Prior to DreamBox, Fort Wayne lacked a consistent approach to 
teaching math across the district. Textbook choices often 
reflected a teacher’s personal taste of familiarity with a title. That 
was fine – up to a point. 
And even the best math books had drawbacks. “The problem 
was that textbooks tend to be very procedural, says Jamie 
Shenk, K-5 Math Curriculum Coordinator for the district. “We 
were looking for something that also focused on conceptual 
understanding, and that would support our other instruction.”
That’s when DreamBox came in. DreamBox provides students 
with the opportunity to learn concepts and construct their own 
knowledge and understanding in a way that honors their unique 
prior knowledge and skills, and empowers them to become 
independent thinkers, strategists, and authentic “doers”.



DreamBox is now a key component of students’ daily math instruction 
and teachers routinely encourage students to complete 5+ lessons per
week, which is the recommended number of lessons for all students. 
Teachers typically use it as a station-based tool – with groups of 
students rotating through computer stations to work with DreamBox 
while others study with their teachers.
For students, DreamBox gives them the chance to learn at their own 
pace and take on new challenges. “We have kids come into the first 
grade who are excited to learn about multiplication, because DreamBox 
touched on that in the kindergarten module,” says Shenk. “DreamBox 
gives them that opportunity to discover math on their own.”

Adds Joanne Philhower, the district’s K-12 Math Curriculum 
Coordinator: “I’m seeing kindergartners coming into first 
grade with a better numbers sense. They know how to 
manipulate numbers in different ways. That’s something I 
didn’t used to see.”
Integrating DreamBox into classrooms went smoothly. With

the support of DreamBox's Professional Development (PD) 
Team, educators were able to implement DreamBox without 
a hitch and quickly determined the best way to fit into their 
daily classroom schedules.

Fort Wayne Community Schools scheduled multiple learning 
sessions with the PD team during their first two years and 
they also credit the support of the building-level instructional 
coaches for helping their educators get up to speed quickly.

“As a teacher, I use DreamBox for creating whole group assignments that align with our 
curriculum.  Once the data shows individual student’s needs, I can create assignments and 
monitor students’ growth. DreamBox allows students time to integrate procedural fluency, 

conceptual understanding and the opportunity to apply concepts, skills and ideas.”
– 4th Grade Teacher

They have found that one of the most powerful tools within DreamBox is its Predictive Insights reporting, 
which offers accurate forecasts if a student is expected to be proficient on year-end high stakes tests at any 
point in the school year, based on the depth of data available from using DreamBox.  DreamBox Predictive 
Insights is powered by statistical models that were built using a combination of hundreds of thousands of 
real-world anonymized test results across the past decade and growth and proficiency data in DreamBox to 
confirm real-world accuracy and applicability. 

With these tools, Fort Wayne educators can know how every student is tracking toward year-end goals, at 
any point throughout the school year after the initial three weeks of DreamBox use.  Especially when 
combined with other DreamBox reports such as the Standards Report, DreamBox Predictive Insights gives 
educators unparalleled insight into student progress and trajectory.



“Some of the areas that DreamBox has been able to help 
teachers has been when we utilize it as a station rotation to help 
fill in some of the gaps and hone in on certain skills that students 

may have missed as they moved through the curriculum.”
– Jamie Shenk |  Fort Wayne Community Schools

Read more customer spotlights at  
DreamBox.com/Customer-Spotlights

This school year Fort Wayne has a combination of remote and 
in-person classroom options for their students. One bit of advice 
that they share with parents who are supporting their child in a 
remote learning environment, “Let your kids have that productive 
struggle. DreamBox is truly an adaptive platform and it will adapt 
to the right level for each student.” Parents can also support their 
child by providing encouragement and having discussions about the 
importance of a growth mindset and productive struggle.
Fort Wayne Community Schools plan to keep using DreamBox for 
their K-5 students. It’s a great way to ensure their students start out 
on the right math track at an early age.

“My district has been using DreamBox for a few years now and the more we have used it the more 
helpful it has become. Now that the kids know how the program works, they really enjoy the 

different activities that they can do. They especially enjoy earning coins to use later. I enjoy the ease 
of accessing reports to see how my students are progressing through standards and where they 

may have gaps. This is very helpful when introducing new topics to them.”

– Samantha Eric, 5th grade teacher at Waynedale Elementary School

Says Shenk: “I’m able to look at the data and say, ‘Wow, this student has not 
mastered counting.’ And then I can easily get small groups together to practice 
those skills and fill in the gaps. That’s an area where DreamBox has really 
helped teachers.”
Shenk says that DreamBox is helping her district master math at an age when 
not doing so can put them behind for years. “I’ve seen kids come into my first-
grade classroom that have no confidence in math. They say, “I can’t do it.’ That 
breaks my heart because I love math. With DreamBox they can have some 
encouragement and find some success. I think we’re producing more confident 
mathematicians in the early grades, which then helps them in the upper grades.”
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